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Abstract

The effect of an impurity ion species on the stability of the toroidal
ion temperature gradient driven mode (rjj - mode) is investigated

together with the scaling properties of the corresponding quasi-
linear transport coefficients. The impurities are found to have a
stabilizing influence on the T|J - mode for quite general conditions on

the field curvature, pressure gradient and charge number.
However, new impurity driven instabilities are introduced also
below the pure T|| - mode stability threshold. The ion energy

transport is reduced in the presence of impurities and the direction
of the ion particle transport is mainly determined by the shape of
the impurity density profile in relation to the background ion
profile. With a peaked impurity profile in the tokamak center, the
impurity flow is usually directed towards the edge and the main
ion flow is reversed due to ambipolarity.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the presence of plasma impurities can be a
limiting factor in the development of new and larger fusion devices.
For example, the energy losses by radiation increase with the
effective charge number. This can in turn lead to a reduced high
density limit (Gibson, 1976; Perkins and Hulse, 1985). Since the
impurity phenomena tend to be unavoidable and disadvantagous
for reactor purposes it is of fundamental interest to study their
effect on the background particle and energy transport in a fusion
plasma discharge. The impurity transport itself is, of course, of
particular interest. Neoclassical predictions suggest an impurity
build up in the center of the plasma discharge. This has not always
been confirmed by experiments and the neoclassical transport
estimates are usually one or two orders of magnitude too small.
Other predictions, based on quasi-linear estimates of the fluctuation
driven transport, suggest a so called plasma decontamination where
a concentration of impurities in the center leads to an outgoing
impurity transport (Coppi et al., 1976). Estimates of the anomalous
impurity transport, driven by drift wave microinstabilities, are
however relatively rare in the literature. An interesting aspect of
this impurity transport is the often observed correlation to the ion
energy transport (see e.g Burell et al., 1990).
The importance of the r\\ - mode (m = d lnTi/d Inn,) for the
anomalous ion energy transport has been pointed out in a number
of experimental (Brower et al.t 1987; Söldner et al., 1988; Scott and
Diamond, 1990) and theoretical reports (Rudakov and Sagdeev,
1961; Coppi et al., 1967; Coppi and Pegoraro, 1977; Horton et al.,
1981; Guzdar et al., 1983; Jarmén et al., 1987; Romanelli, 1989). For
instance, a transition to an enhanced confinement state has been
observed during transport code simulations including Tij - and

collisionless trapped electron modes (Weiland and Nordman, 1991).
In the present paper we will make an analysis of how the stability
of the toroidal r|; - mode is affected by impurities, and illustrate

how the latter can give rise to new impurity driven modes. The
analysis will be done in the electrostatic limit. We will also estimate
the impurity transport as well as the modified main ion transport
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driven by the toroidal m - mode turbulence. The stability analysis
is carried out in a fluid and in a kinetic description while the
transport estimates are made in the fluid description. The results
are intended for the good confinement region of a tokamak plasma
discharge where we have assumed all impurities to be ionic and
have the same charge number, Zj.

We begin by presenting the linear dispersion relation as derived
from fluid theory. A comparison with the corresponding kinetic
expression is then made in Section 3 where also the stability
properties are investigated. Quasi-linear estimates of the particle
and energy transport and radial profiles based on TEXTOR
parameters are presented in Section 4. Conclusions and a brief
summary are finally given in Section 5.

2. MODEL

We consider the good confinement region of a tokamak plasma in
the collisionless regime and use an improved fluid model valid for
arbitrary L D / L B (Jarmén et al., 1987; Andersson and Weiland,
1988). This model is here generalized in order to include also the
impurity ions. A similar generalization has been done previously
for the special case of weak curvature effects (where L D / L B « 1)
(Fröjdh et al., 1991). For comparison we will also use a kinetic
model (to include drift resonance effects) when studying the
internal mode stability in the next section.

The electrons are considered to be thermalized and characterized
by the Boltzmann response

8ne g A

where 8n is the density perturbation and <{> is the electrostatic
potential (the subscripts e (electrons), i (main ions), I (impurity
ions) and j (main or impurity ions) will be used). The two ion
species are described by fluid equations similar to those of
Braginskii (Braginskii, 1970). However, here a different limit is
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considered (the collisionless limit). The continuity equation can be
expressed as

;T-+ vF-Vn:+n4V-vF +V-(ri: v,j)+V(niv,t:)+V(n:vJ = O

and the energy equation as

where

f (zxV^) (4)

A

CZXV-TC;

(5)

V • = — ̂ — ^ — I — + v V IVl) /"7\
PJ R n O . U + v v JV9 (7)

are the fluid drifts and the diamagnetic heat flow, and where Pj is
the isotropic pressure, Pj = njTj. The parallel ion dynamics is here
neglected as compared to the perpendicular dynamics

(perpendicular to the toroidal magnetic field, B = zB0). In a more
accurate analysis the former would increase the ion temperature
gradient threshold for instability and reduce the magnitude of the
growthrate (Hong et al., 1989; Weiland and Hirose, 1990). In this
paper, the frequency range of interest is
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k||VAj ,k1 |CSj<<<a<<k !1v the ,Qc j (9)

where

is the ion cyclotron frequency. The energy equation (3) is used to
derive a pressure perturbation which then is inserted below in
equation (11). The following relations represent the effects of
toroidicity and compressibility

V(n jv. j)=YrvDj-V6P j ( 1 1 }

*
Dj-V0 (12)

V-q.j = -InjV.j-VTj + f n ^ - V T ; (13)

where

VB0

is the magnetic drift (the sum of the VB and the curvature drift).
The divergence of the heat flow term (13) appears in the energy
equation (3) and has a stabilizing effect on the ion temperature
gradient driven mode. It improves the fluid description of the mode
and the agreement with kinetic theory. The equations (1-3) and
(11-13) give the density responses for the main and impurity ions
as

g n . /CODJ - CO.j)((O - JCODJ

ni 2 10
co -

(15)
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where

din Tj din nj

"dlT^-dT" (16)

and where we have introduced the magnetic drift frequency

j = k vDj. By quasi-neutrality we have the condition

5n. 8n: 8nt

^ ( l ^ ^ (17)

where p = nj/ne . The dispersion relation is now obtained from (17)

and the responses (1) and (15). It may be written

+a + M +c + d=0
<o.J lo),eJ {<ö,J \(o.J

(18)

where

a =
10 2 ^

b= 5 Z' 1 20 1 l \ ..
3 l ^ i

Si 1 0 ti 5 , 2 2 ^
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i + k 2
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(19)

and where

7 5 5 k2p2

din n: din n;

^-ir1—

3. LINEAR STABILITY PROPERTIES

The impurity effects of the linear fluid dispersion relation (18) are
investigated in this section and a comparison with a local gyro
kinetic theory which includes drift resonance effects is carried out.
Previously, similar comparisons have been made for a system
without impurities (Nilsson et al., 1990), and for a system with a
monocharged hot ion beam (Liljeström, 1990).

In Fig. 1 the stability boundary in the en , m plane is shown for
three different values of 7$. We have here assumed TU= TU, en = eni,
Z[ = 5 and xi = x I=l. The 2$ = 1 case (only impurities) is the most

unstable case and is discussed below in connection with the kinetic
analysis. For 2$ = 0.5 the Tu-mode is stabilized for large en» "Hi and
destabilized for small TJJ (T|J < 2). These results are consistent with
the kinetic results of Paccagnella et al. (Pacagnella et al., 1990).
Their model includes electron trapping effects and hence the results
differ for small T| i where the trapped electron mode is excited. In
this region, also an impurity driven mode is present as shown in
Fig. 1. It is driven by density gradients and exists also when rjj = TJI
= 0.
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The growthrate as a function of "Hi = "Hi is given in Fig. 2 for en = 1.2,
Z! = 5, Z$ = 0.1 and Z$ = 0.5 respectively. The impurity driven
mode below the pure "Hi-mode stability threshold is a reactive fluid
instability with <s\ =» co^. It is present also when m> 2, as can be seen
for the Z$ = 0.5 case, but then the background Tji-mode dominates.
The fluid results arc more stable than the corresponding kinetic
results of Paccagnella et al., due to the stabilizing FLR-terms in the
fluid equations (Paccagnella et ah, 1990, Fig. 2).
The hydrodynamic dispersion relation (18) may be compared with
a corresponding gyrokinetic relation, neglecting parallel ion motion
and FLR-effects. Using the kinetic density responses of Nilsson et al.
and assuming adiabatic electrons the following kinetic dispersion
relation is obtained

(21)

where W is the plasma dispersion function and Oj = a>/coDj. In the

limit ZjP = 1 (only impurities) the real and imaginary part of (21)

give two equations at marginal stability. Eliminating r\\lz^ m t n e

real part we obtain

(22)

/>^2a{ 2

where lo= e ^ ^ d x . This relation can be expanded for large

I a{ I, tj Zx and e^ which leads to the result

(23)

From the imaginary part we obtain the threshold in this limit as
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<24>

Taking the flat density limit in the fluid dispersion relation (18) we
have

10
( 2 5 )

For ^ t ]>4 the stability thresholds differ substantially due to

destabilization of kinetic modes. However, an expansion of (21) for

large I a! I and e^ gives

(26)

which, with (25) and a ^ t ^ + i y , y«T I Z I , may be written as

) (27)

This shows that for ZItI>4 the kinetic growth-rate at the fluid

threshold is exponentially small.

The kinetic dispersion relation (21) may be studied also far from

marginal stability. Assuming large |ctj| and expanding W(ap we

obtain

1/2

(28)

For ti = tI = TiI = enI= 1, P = 0.1,en=3 and Zj= 5 we then have
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The corresponding fluid result can be derived by an expansion of
(17) inserted into (18) as

(30)

This gives an error of less than 5% for the growthrate when T[{ > 10.

Another way to estimate the impurity influence on the collective
modes of the system is to assume that there exist two different
modes, one background mode with 0^=1, and one impurity mode
with ai=(Zixl/xi)ai - 1. If Zf > 3 it is then possible to expand the
plasma dispersion function and find analytical expressions for the
stability thresholds. For the background mode we obtain

where 1=1 e dx and oq is obtained from the relation

For small Z$ it can be shown from (31) that for enI>0 and otj>Ti the

impurities have a stabilizing influence. These conditions are usuaily
fulfilled in the bulk plasma discharge (e^ , Xj of order one or larger)
but may be violated in regions where e^ is small or negative. The
result is in agreement with the fluid results of Fig. 1.
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4. TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS

Quasi-linear estimates of the radially directed particle and energy
transport are studied in this section. The steady-state electron
diffusion vanishes since the electrons are Boltzmann distributed
and the considered modes are purely electrostatic. Due to particle
ambipolarity the total steady-state ion diffusion must then also
vanish. A particle transport of each ion species is however possible
whenever an exchange of particles takes place. In the radial
direction (x-direction), the particle and thermal flow of the two ion
species may be written as

rn. = <8nj7> (33)

rT. = <6Tjv> (34)

where the temperature perturbation 8Tj can be derived from the

energy equation (3). It may be expressed as

The particle diffusion coefficient is here defined as

D (36)

and the ion heat diffusion coefficient as

(37)

- » —»
Taking the most dominant drift velocity (Ex B drift) together with
the density responses derived in Section 2 we can obtain the quasi-
linear diffusion coefficients from (33-37). These will escalate during
the growth of the linear collective mode instabilities. However,
when the non-linear mode coupling becomes large enough the
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growth will saturate. Hence, the level of the transport can be
estimated by using the balance between the non-linear stabilization
due to mode coupling and the linear growth. In this manner we
may use the approximate relation (Nordman and Weiland, 1989)

(38)

to obtain

i i _L_
Te

=kxP

Inserting (39) into the transport coefficients (36) and keeping just
the fastest growing mode the main and impurity ion particle
diffusion coefficients may be expressed in the following way

7

j-J (40)

where

l«l2
+ ?:

(41)

Similarly the ion heat diffusion coefficients may be expressed as
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(42)
where

( 4 3 )

( 4 4 )

Here co=(ta/Q),e) and the magnitude of kx and ky are assumed to be
equal due to nonlinear isotropization (Nordman and V/eiland, 1989).
The quasi-linear transport estimates can be expected to give good
results when the turbulence is weak (to, » 7 ) or moderate (0^=7).

This was shown (Nordman and Weiland, 1989) in a comparative
study of the anomalous ion energy transport in a pure plasma,
using quasi-linear theory and non-linear computer simulations . A
pure plasma would here correspond to the case where Rj = 1 and Ij

= 0 in (42).
In the previous section, impurities were found to have a stabilizing
effect on the most unstable i\{ - mode. This result is valid when the

shape of the impurity density profile is similar to that of the main
ions (maximum in the center). The Tij - mode driven transport will

then be reduced as illustrated in Fig. 3. The impurity particle
transport is here directed towards the edge where £„ is small. The

direction changes if the impurity density gradient is reversed. The
magnitude of both the particle and the energy transport has a
favourable e,, scaling (e,, increases towards the axes), due to the

diamagnetic heat flow term in the energy equation and the
presence of impurities in the model. Both have a stabilizing effect,
which increases with £„ , on the fluctuation level .

In order to obtain radial scalings of the transport coefficients (40)
and (42) we may assume that the charge number Zj and the ratio
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nx/ne is constant along the minor radius. This also means that the
impurity ion density gradient has the same sign as the background
gradient. We then use TEXTOR parameter profiles of the form

(45)

for the radial variation and in addition make use of the balance
condition (38). This leads to a saturation level in the potential, as
illustrated in Fig. 4. The level increases sligthly towards the edge
which is consistent with experimental observations. The radial
transport coefficients, based on this potential, are illustrated in Fig.
5. This picture also illustrates that particle pinch effects are
possible in a plasma with many ion components. Especially when
the impurity density profile is peaked in the center, the impurities
will diffuse towards the edge and thereby give rise to a particle
pinch of the main ions. The main ions must respond to the impurity
diffusion in order to fulfill ambipolarity. Also ion thermal pinches
were observed for certain parameter values (e.g. for T̂  « 1 and Cj =

-1).

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the influence of an impurity ion species on the
toroidal rj i - mode stability and transport is investigated. The
analysis is carried out using an improved fluid model valid for
arbitrary Ln/LB . The stability results ire compared with kinetic

results, showing a good agreement. This indicates that the level of
accuracy of the present fluid model is the same as in the impurity
free case (Nilsson et al., 1990). The impurities are shown to have a
slightly stabilizing effect on the m - mode branch, except for small
Ln/LB where a weak destabilization is found. Below the pure TU -
mode stability threshold, an impurity driven mode with CO^CODJ is
found. The quasi-linear ion energy transport is mainly. driven by
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the primary i\\ - mode and is accordingly reduced due to the
stabilizing influence of impurities. The effect is most dominant in
regions where £„ and r\ i can be expected to be large. The direction of

the quasi-linear ion particle transport is found to be sensitive to the
relation between the two ion density gradients. Main ion particle
pinches may easily develop when the impurity ion density gradient
is steep enough. This result would not permit an impurity build up
in the center, as has been predicted by neoclassical theory.
However, when the TJ; - mode is stabilized, the remaining transport

may be of the order of neoclassical predictions. Such a stabilization
can be accomplished by for instance pellet fueling and it should,
accordingly, directly be followed by a centrally peaked impurity
profile, as has been observed in experiments (Petrasso et al., 1986).
Also ion heat conduction pinches are possible in our system. These,
however, usually require a low r\{ value.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Stability boundaries in the m, £„ plane for three values of ZjP, with

Zx = 5, Xi = t! = 1, Oi = 1 and k2p2= 0.1.

Fig. 2. Growth rate as a function of T| i for 2$ = 0.5 and Z$ = 0.1

respectively, with e,, = 1.2. The other parameters as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. Quasi-linear diffusion coefficients in units of p2cs/LB versus e,, for

oi = 1, Zj = 4, P = n!/nc = 0.1, x\ = iY = 1, T|i = m = 3-

Fig. 4. Radial variation of the saturation level of the electrostatic

potential and the growthrate for k2p2 = 0.1, Zj = 4, |3 = 0.1. The

TEXTOR profiles (see equations 44, 45) have To = 1.3 keV, a! = 2.3,

a 2
= 1.7, a 3 = 4.64, minor radius a = 0.4 m, large radius R = 1.6 m.

Fig. 5. Radial quasi-linear diffusion coefficients (m2/s) for the same
parameters as in Fig. 4.
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